“ Based on the recommendation of my veterinarian
(Dr. Stuart Brown), I started my eventing horse,
Sanimo, on Reflex HA. The results have been
excellent, and Sanimo continues to feel fluid
without any joint soreness throughout a grueling
competition season. I now use Reflex HA for all of
my competition horses!”

- ROSIE NAPARAVNIK AWARD-WINNING JOCKEY
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How Reflex HA helped a Quarter Horse with
hock spurs get back in show condition

“After putting him on Reflex HA, he
was sound for the next three years of
his show career…”
- LOUANN SANDERS

Louann Sanders, a Quarter Horse owner and trainer, was

the high molecular weight HA supplement that supports

experiencing issues with one of her prized show horses. For

healthy joints, maintains lubrication, and promotes

some reason, five-year-old Repeat Potential was periodically

flexibility in horses.

coming up sore after workouts. At first, it seemed like
nothing. But when it persisted, Louann had him examined.

Want to safely keep your horse’s joints healthy?

Unfortunately, Repeat Potential was diagnosed with spurs in

Ask your vet about Reflex HA. Or, if you have a story

the hock – a condition that can prove very painful, and even

about using Reflex HA for your horse, send it to us at

cause lameness, if it persists.

info@hagyardpharmacy.com

Based on the recommendation of her veterinarian, Louann
put Repeat Potential on Reflex HA. The results were exactly
what she hoped for.
“For the first two weeks, we put him on a double dose,” said
Louann. “After that, we went down to a regular dose. And
ever since putting him on Reflex HA, he was consistently
sound. That lasted for the next three years of his show
career. I was even able to sell him.”
Louann and Repeat Potential’s story is just one of a number
of successful stories associated with Reflex HA with MHB3®,
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